LETTING: 09/18/2015 SCHEDULED

******************************************************************************

001   CONTRACT: 60M81  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): KANE
KEY RT:  FAU 3887                      MARKED RT:  IL 31
SECTION: I-B-1
This project consists of bridge replacement, widening and resurfacing of the
structure (SN 045-0019) carrying IL 31 over Ferson Creek in the City of
St. Charles.

NFB   Veritas Steel LLC
2800 Melby Street
Eau Claire, WI  54703

NFB   Wissehr Electric, Inc.
5801 W State Route 161
Belleville, IL  62223

NFB   Copenhaver Construction, Inc.
75 Koppie Dr.
Gilberts, IL  60136

NFB   J. S. Riemer, Inc.
16N158 Tyrrell Rd.
Elgin, IL  60124

******************************************************************************

001X  CONTRACT: 64G59  DISTRICT: 02 COUNTY (IES): CARROLL
KEY RT:  FAP 17                      MARKED RT:  US 52/IL 64
SECTION: 104 B-2
PROJECT: ACNHPP-0017/(13/2)0
Bridge replacement and realignment of US 52/IL 64 over the Mississippi River,
the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway in Savanna (SN 008-0052).

NFB   Halverson Construction Co., Inc.
620 North 19th Street
Springfield, IL  62702

NFB   Home Towne Electric, Inc.
35220 Rt. 83
Lake Villa, IL  60046
P. O. Box 863
Lake Villa, IL  60046

NFB   Phoenix Corporation of the Quad Cities
23821 66th Ave N.
Port Byron, IL  61275
P. O. Box 129
Port Byron, IL  61275

NFB   Veritas Steel LLC
2800 Melby Street
Eau Claire, WI  54703

NFB   Illinois Constructors Corporation
39W866 Fabyan Parkway
Elburn, IL  60119

NFB   James McHugh Construction Co.
1737 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL  60616
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**002** CONTRACT: 60R28 DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): KANE
KEY RT: FAU 3887 MARKED RT: IL 31
SECTION: H-N
PROJECT: ACM-3887/010/000
This project consists of widening and resurfacing on IL 31 from south of Silver Glen Road and extending to the north for approximately 0.3 miles through St. Charles Township and on Silver Glen Road from 230 feet west of IL 31 to IL 31.

NFB Home Towne Electric, Inc.
35220 Rt. 83
Lake Villa, IL 60046
P.O. Box 863
Lake Villa, IL 60046

NFB Virgil Cook & Son, Inc.
119 N Eighth St.
DeKalb, IL 60115
P.O. Box 805
DeKalb, IL 60115

NFB Copenhagen Construction, Inc.
75 Koppie Dr.
Gilberts, IL 60136

NFB Hecker and Company, Inc.
250 E. Industrial Lane
Wheeling, IL 60090

**003** CONTRACT: 60R95 DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK
KEY RT: FAP 358 MARKED RT: TORRENCE AVENUE
SECTION: 112.1B-R
PROJECT: ACNHPP-0358/008/000
This project consists of replacing the bridge carrying Torrence Avenue over the Grand Calumet River and widening Torrence Avenue in the Village of Burnham and City of Chicago.
NFB  K-Five Construction Corporation  
13769 Main Street  
Lemont, IL 60439-9733

NFB  Home Towne Electric, Inc.  
35220 Rt. 83  
Lake Villa, IL 60046  
P.O. Box 863  
Lake Villa, IL 60046

NFB  Veritas Steel LLC  
2800 Melby Street  
Eau Claire, WI 54703

NFB  Lexicon, Inc. d/b/a Prospect Steel  
8900 Fourche Dam Pike  
Little Rock, AR 72206

NFB  Hecker and Company, Inc.  
250 E. Industrial Lane  
Wheeling, IL 60090

**********************************************************  
004  CONTRACT: 60V52  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK  
KEY RT: FAU 1583  MARKED RT: 115TH STREET  
SECTION: 0303-RS&N  PROJECT: ACCM-1583/005/000  
This project consists of installation of right turn lane on 115th Street at Pulaski Road, HMA resurfacing, sidewalk removal, ADA improvements and traffic signal modernization in the Village of Alsip and City of Chicago.

NFB  Hecker and Company, Inc.  
250 E. Industrial Lane  
Wheeling, IL 60090

**********************************************************  
005  THIS ITEM HAS BEEN DELETED FROM THE BULLETIN

**********************************************************  
006  CONTRACT: 60W78  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK  
KEY RT: FAP 373  MARKED RT: IL 171  
SECTION: 0707-608HB-B-1  PROJECT: ACNHPP-0373/030/000  
This project consists of replacing the bridge carrying NB IL 171 over I-55 (SN 016-0485) within the Village of Summit.

NFB  K-Five Construction Corporation  
13769 Main Street  
Lemont, IL 60439-9733

NFB  Home Towne Electric, Inc.  
35220 Rt. 83  
Lake Villa, IL 60046  
P.O. Box 863  
Lake Villa, IL 60046

NFB  Veritas Steel LLC  
2800 Melby Street  
Eau Claire, WI 54703

NFB  Sanders Pre Cast Concrete Systems, Inc.  
6051 South Indianapolis Road  
Whitetown, IN 46075
This project consists of the construction of a bike trail and the construction of two pedestrian structures, drainage improvements and new traffic signal installation on the North Branch Trail from Devon Avenue to Foster Avenue.
NFB  Pir Tano Construction Company, Inc.
1766 Armitage Ct.
Addison, IL  60101

NFB  Copenhaver Construction, Inc.
75 Koppie Dr.
Gilberts, IL  60136

NFB  Sanders Pre Cast Concrete Systems, Inc.
6051 South Indianapolis Road
Whitewater, IN  46075

NFB  J. S. Riemer, Inc.
16N158 Tyrrell Rd.
Elgin, IL  60124

NFB  Hecker and Company, Inc.
250 E. Industrial Lane
Wheeling, IL  60090

******************************************************************************
008  CONTRACT: 61B05  DISTRICT: 01  COUNTY (IES): MCHENRY
KEY RT:   TR 2                         MARKED RT:  COUNTY LINE ROAD
SECTION: 08-00358-00-BR
PROJECT: BRM-9003/111/000
This project consists of the removal of the existing structure and construction of PPC deck beam bridge, with approach roadways, construction of an access road, landscaping and pavement markings on County Line Road over the Kishwaukee River, 0.4 mile North of US 20.

NFB  Phoenix Corporation of the Quad Cities
23821 66th Ave N.
Port Byron, IL  61275
P.O. Box 129
Port Byron, IL  61275

NFB  Peter Baker & Son Co.
1349 Rockland Road
P.O. Box 187
Lake Bluff, IL  60044-0187

NFB  Copenhaver Construction, Inc.
75 Koppie Dr.
Gilberts, IL  60136

******************************************************************************
009  CONTRACT: 61B84  DISTRICT: 01  COUNTY (IES): DUPAGE
KEY RT:  VARIOUS                        MARKED RT:  COUNTY LINE ROAD
SECTION: 13-00158-00-TL
PROJECT: CMM-M-4003/229/000
This project consists of interconnecting three existing closed loop traffic signal systems at Various Routes within the City of Naperville.

NFB  Alliance Contractors, Inc.
1166 Lake Avenue
Woodstock, IL  60098

NFB  Copenhaver Construction, Inc.
75 Koppie Dr.
Gilberts, IL  60136

******************************************************************************
Project consists of bridge removal and replacement, roadway reconstruction with two lane full depth HMA pavement on aggregate subgrade, roadway resurfacing with cross slope corrections, ditch channelization, field tile removal, roadway widening for paved shoulders and all other incidental items to complete the work on FAU Route 4079 (Lawrence Road) over Tributary of Lawrence Creek, 1 mile north of Ramer Road.

NFB  Berger Excavating Contractors, Inc.
1205 Garland Road
Wauconda, IL  60084-1357

NFB  Peter Baker & Son Co.
1349 Rockland Road
P. O. Box 187
Lake Bluff, IL  60044-0187

*****************************************************************************

011   CONTRACT: 61887  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK
KEY RT:  SALT CREEK PATH               MARKED RT:
SECTION: 12-00106-00-BT
PROJECT: M-TE-00D1/906/000
This project consists of constructing the Salt Creek Bike Path with HMA, retaining walls, storm sewers and landscaping from Kirchoff Road to Rolling Meadows Public Library in the City of Rolling Meadows.

NFB  Chicagoland Paving Contractors, Inc.
225 Telser Road
Lake Zurich, IL  60047

NFB  Norvilla, LLC
2205 Enterprise Drive, Suite 520
Westchester, IL  60154

NFB  J. S. Riemer, Inc.
16N158 Tyrrell Rd.
Elgin, IL  60124

*****************************************************************************

012   CONTRACT: 62A19  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): LAKE
KEY RT:  FAP 335                       MARKED RT:  IL 176
SECTION: TH-TS-1                        PROJECT: ACNHP-0335/019/000
Traffic signal installation and resurfacing on IL 176 (Liberty St.) at Brown St. in Wauconda.

NFB  Virgil Cook & Son, Inc.
119 N Eighth St.
DeKalb, IL  60115
P. O. Box 805
DeKalb, IL  60115

NFB  Hecker and Company, Inc.
250 E. Industrial Lane
Wheeling, IL  60090

*****************************************************************************

013   CONTRACT: 62A45  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): WILL
KEY RT:  FAL 57                         MARKED RT:  I-57
SECTION: 99-2VB-1-2
This project consists of bridge approach roadway repairs and bearing replacement on the structure carrying I-57 (NB) over an abandoned railroad in the Village of Peotone (SN 099-0038).

NFB   Gallagher Asphalt Corporation
18100 South Indiana Avenue
Thornton, IL  60476

This project consists of reconstruction of the East River Road bridge over I-90, drainage, lighting, and watermain relocation (SN 016-2124).

NFB   K-Five Construction Corporation
13769 Main Street
Lemont, IL  60439-9733

This project consists of high tension cable barrier repairs at various locations along expressway medians in District One.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

This project consists of repairing drainage scuppers and downspouts at various locations in District 1.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***
017  CONTRACT: 62B17  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): DUPAGE
    KEY RT: FAU 2625                MARKED RT: MILL ROAD
    SECTION: (22-1HB-6)BP
    This project consists of cleaning and painting the existing steel structure
    (SN 022-0109) carrying Mill Road over I-290 in the villages of Addison and Wood
    Dale.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

018  CONTRACT: 62B18  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK
    KEY RT: FAP 348                  MARKED RT: IL 43
    SECTION: (0708.3A)BP
    This project consists of painting the end beams and fascia beams of the
    structure carrying IL 43 over the RR-MWRD Sludge and Access Road in the
    villages of Lyons View, Lyons and Stickney (SN 016-2412).
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

019  CONTRACT: 62B19  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): WILL
    KEY RT: FAP 846 & 607            MARKED RT: IL 53 & US 52
    SECTION: 2015-057BP
    This project consists of cleaning and painting designated steel surfaces on the
    structure carrying IL 53 over the Kankakee River in the City of Wilmington
    (SN 099-0272) and the structure carrying US 52 over the DuPage River in the
    Village of Shorewood (SN 099-0276).
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

020  CONTRACT: 62B28  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
    KEY RT: VARIOUS                 MARKED RT: VARIOUS
    SECTION: 2015-061I
    This project consists of sweeping various arterial roadways and expressways
    throughout District 1.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

021  CONTRACT: 64B83  DISTRICT: 02 COUNTY (IES): ROCK ISLAND
    KEY RT: FAP 595                  MARKED RT: IL 5
    SECTION: (142-1,142)R
    PROJECT: ACNHPP-0595/034/000
    This project consists of pavement reconstruction, widening, signalized
    intersections and median crossovers on IL 5 from west of 38th Street to east of
    70th Street in Moline.
    NFB  Halverson Construction Co., Inc.
         620 North 19th Street
         Springfield, IL  62702

    NFB  Home Towne Electric, Inc.
         35220 Rt. 83
         Lake Villa, IL  60046
         P. O. Box 863
         Lake Villa, IL  60046

    NFB  Phoenix Corporation of the Quad Cities
         23821 66th Ave N.
         Port Byron, IL  61275
022  CONTRACT: 64C21  DISTRICT: 02  COUNTY (IES): WINNEBAGO
  KEY RT:  FAP 734  MARKED RT:  IL 2
  SECTION: 78R-2
  PROJECT:  ACF-0734/046/000
  Reconstruction of IL 2 (N. Main St.) from Riverside Blvd. to Auburn St. in Rockford.

NFB  Home Towne Electric, Inc.
     35220 Rt. 83
     Lake Villa, IL  60046
     P.O. Box 863
     Lake Villa, IL  60046

NFB  Fischer Excavating, Inc.
     1567 Heine Rd.
     Freeport, IL  61032

NFB  Martin & Company Excavating
     2456 East Pleasant Grove Road
     P.O. Box 443
     Oregon, IL  61061

NFB  Stenstrom Excavation & Blacktop, Inc.
     2422 Center Street
     Rockford, IL  61108
     P.O. Box 5946
     Rockford, IL  61125

NFB  N-Trak Group LLC
     5905 Material Ave.
     Loves Park, IL  61111

023  CONTRACT: 61B04  DISTRICT: 01  COUNTY (IES): LAKE
  KEY RT:  FAU 1260  MARKED RT:  CUBA ROAD
  SECTION: 12-00020-00-BR
This project consists of the removal of the existing structure and the construction of a new bridge, pavement removal, pavement reconstruction and drainage improvements on Cuba Road, South of US 14 over Flint Creek in the Village of Barrington Hills.

NFB  Peter Baker & Son Co.
     1349 Rockland Road
     P.O. Box 187
     Lake Bluff, IL  60044-0187

024  CONTRACT: 64H18  DISTRICT: 02 COUNTY (IES): WINNEBAGO
     KEY RT:  FAP 303  MARKED RT:  US 20 BUS
     SECTION:  40T-1
     PROJECT: ACNHPP-0303/059/000
     Replacement of the culvert carrying US 20 Bus over Branch Creek located east of Meridan Rd. west of Rockford (SN 101-1336).

NFB  Rock Road Companies, Inc.
     301 W. B-R Townline Road
     Janesville, WI  53546
     P.O. Box 1779
     Janesville, WI  53547-1779

NFB  Phoenix Corporation of the Quad Cities
     23821 66th Ave N.
     Port Byron, IL  61275
     P.O. Box 129
     Port Byron, IL  61275

NFB  O'Brien Civil Works, Inc.
     7495 Judson Road
     Polo, IL  61064

025  CONTRACT: 64K82  DISTRICT: 02 COUNTY (IES): WHITESIDE CARROLL
     KEY RT:  FAP 646 & FAS 2187A  MARKED RT:  IL 40 & PILGRIM RD
     SECTION:  (7,8,9)RS-3
     PROJECT: ACNHPP-0316/041/000
     Reconstruction of IL 26 with a 4-lane divided roadway south of Progress Drive and widening and resurfacing north of Progress Drive, also widening of I-80 WB exit ramp, all located in Bureau County.
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027  CONTRACT: 66975  DISTRICT: 03 COUNTY (IES): BUREAU
    KEY RT: FAI 80                       MARKED RT: I-80
    SECTION: (06-3-4)RS-3,1
    PROJECT: ACNHPP-0080/409/000
    This project consists of 10 miles of milling, resurfacing, shoulder work, embankment repairs and rest area repairs on I-80 between IL 40 and IL 26.

NFB  Phoenix Corporation of the Quad Cities
     23821 66th Ave N.
     Port Byron, IL  61275
     P.O. Box 129
     Port Byron, IL  61275

028  CONTRACT: 66643  DISTRICT: 03 COUNTY (IES): LIVINGSTON
    KEY RT: FAP 68                       MARKED RT: I I 23
    SECTION: (101-8-1)I-2
    This project consists of structure repairs to SN 053-0154 carrying IL 23 over Long Point Creek, 3.46 miles south of IL 17.

NFB  The Kilian Corporation
     608 South Independence Street
     Mascoutah, IL  62258-0187

NFB  ERA-Valdivia Contractors, Inc.
     11909 South Avenue O
     Chicago, IL  60617

029  CONTRACT: 66644  DISTRICT: 03 COUNTY (IES): BUREAU
    KEY RT: FAS 248                      MARKED RT: TISKILWA SPUR
    SECTION: (1178)I-2
    This project consists of bridge repairs to SN 006-0114 carrying Tiskilwa Spur over Big Bureau Creek, north of Tiskilwa.

NFB  The Kilian Corporation
     608 South Independence Street
     Mascoutah, IL  62258-0187

NFB  Legacy Corporation
     16322 Barstow Road
     East Moline, IL  61244

030  CONTRACT: 68B89  THIS ITEM HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN FROM THE LETTING
    DISTRICT: 04 COUNTY (IES): WARREN
    KEY RT: FAP 313                      MARKED RT: US 34
    SECTION: (94-16-1)I-3
031  CONTRACT: 68C83  DISTRICT: 04 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: D4 TRAFFIC SIGNALS 2015-1
This project consists of installing traffic signal controller cabinets, master controllers and battery backup systems at various locations throughout District 4.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

032  CONTRACT: 72H69  THIS ITEM HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN FROM THE LETTING
DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): HANCOCK
KEY RT: FAP 510  MARKED RT: IL 96
SECTION: (120)I-7

033  CONTRACT: 72H86  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: D6 CABLE/GUARDRAIL 2016
This project consists of on-call repair of guardrail, cable median barrier, impact attenuators and fence at locations throughout District 6 as needed.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

034  CONTRACT: 72H87  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): LOGAN
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: D6 BDGE PAINTING 2016
This project consists of cleaning and painting portions of 5 bridges in Logan County (SN 054-0009, 054-0021, 054-0045, 054-0046, 054-0047).
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

035  CONTRACT: 72H88  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): SCOTT SANGAMON
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: D6 BDGE PAINTING 2016-1
This project consists of cleaning and painting portions of 7 bridges in Sangamon and Scott Counties (SN 084-0112, 084-0113, 084-0180, 084-0181, 084-0182, 086-0023, 086-0024).
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

036  CONTRACT: 72I00  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): SANGAMON
KEY RT: FAI 55/72  MARKED RT: I-55/72
SECTION: D6 PATCHING 2016
This project consists of patching on I-55/I-72 in Sangamon County.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

037  CONTRACT: 76H09  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): BOND
KEY RT: FAP 42  MARKED RT: IL 127
SECTION: (110,111)RS-5
PROJECT: ACF-0042/109/000
This project consists of 7.49 miles of resurfacing on IL 127 from Sale Barn Avenue to the Clinton County line.

NFB  RCS Construction, Inc.
197 Old St. Louis Road
Wood River, IL 62095-1413
038  CONTRACT: 76H52  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
    KEY RT: VARIOUS MARKED RT: VARIOUS
    SECTION: DIST 8 GUARDRAIL 2016-1
This project consists of guardrail and cable rail repair at various locations in District 8.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

039  CONTRACT: 76J09  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): MADISON ST CLAIR
    KEY RT: VARIOUS MARKED RT: VARIOUS
    SECTION: DIST 8 DEEP WELLS 2016-1
This project consists of the treatment of wells at various locations in Madison and St. Clair Counties.
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

040  CONTRACT: 78380  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): WILLIAMSON
    KEY RT: FAI 57 MARKED RT: I-57
    SECTION: (X1-8,X1-7-1,X1-7,X1-6-1)R-1
    PROJECT: ACNHPP-0057/312/000
This project consists of milling existing HMA overlay, rubblizing PCC pavement and placing 11.75" of HMA over rubblized pavement on I-57 from Old IL 13 to Johnson County.
NFB   Sierra Bravo Contractors, LLC
      7038 Highway 154
      Sesser, IL  62884
      P.O. Box 130
      Sesser, IL  62884

041  CONTRACT: 78430  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): SALINE POPE
    KEY RT: FAP 778 MARKED RT: IL 34
    SECTION: 2RS-3,3RS-6
This project consists of 9 miles of pavement patching, HMA surface removal and HMA resurfacing on IL 34 from IL 145 to the Hardin County line.
NFB   Sierra Bravo Contractors, LLC
      7038 Highway 154
      Sesser, IL  62884
      P.O. Box 130
      Sesser, IL  62884

042  CONTRACT: 78437  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): JEFFERSON
    KEY RT: FAI 57 MARKED RT: I-57
    SECTION: (41-4,41-4-1)RS-2
    PROJECT: ACNHPP-0057/311/000
This project consists of 5 miles of HMA surface removal, HMA binder and surface course, class A & B patching, removal and replacement of guardrails, raised reflective markers, delineators, rumble strips and pavement striping on I-57 from 2 miles south of Dix to the Marion/Jefferson County line.
NFB   Sierra Bravo Contractors, LLC
      7038 Highway 154
      Sesser, IL  62884
043 CONTRACT: 78459  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): POPE  
KEY RT:  FAP 885  MARKED RT:  IL 146  
SECTION:  (112,7)RS-4  
This project consists of ultra-thin bond surfacing at 2 locations on IL 146 in Golconda.  
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

044 CONTRACT: 78494  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): WILLIAMSON  
KEY RT:  FAI 57  MARKED RT:  I-57  
SECTION:  D9 PATCH AND BIT RES 2016-2  
This project consists of 9.28 miles of partial depth patching and centerline joint repair on I-57 from Old IL 13 to Johnson County.  
*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

045 CONTRACT: 87633  DISTRICT: 03 COUNTY (IES): KANKAKEE  
KEY RT:  MUN 1630  MARKED RT:  WASHINGTON STREET  
SECTION:  10-00059-00-LT  
PROJECT:  TE-003/095/000  
This project consists of replacing the existing sidewalks and curb and gutter, installing brick pavers and pavement markings on Washington Street from IL 1/17 to Locust Street in the City of Momence.  
NFB Home Towne Electric, Inc.  
35220 Rt. 83  
Lake Villa, IL 60046  
P.O. Box 863  
Lake Villa, IL 60046

046 CONTRACT: 89669  DISTRICT: 04 COUNTY (IES): FULTON  
KEY RT:  FAS 452  MARKED RT:  CH 2  
SECTION:  14-00130-15-DR  
PROJECT:  ER-0057/039/000  
This project consists of slope restoration, aggregate shoulder and guardrail work on CH 2, located approximately 0.3 miles east of Bernadotte in Fulton County.  
NFB Legacy Corporation  
16322 Barstow Road  
East Moline, IL 61244

047 CONTRACT: 93652  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): SANGAMON  
KEY RT:  VARIOUS  MARKED RT:  
SECTION:  13-00473-00-LS  
PROJECT:  TE-0065/122/000  
This project consists of concrete curb and gutter removal and replacement, aggregate base course, driveway pavement, concrete and brick paver sidewalks and landscaping at Various Routes in downtown Springfield.

048 THIS ITEM HAS BEEN DELETED FROM THE BULLETIN

049 CONTRACT: 93652  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): SANGAMON  
KEY RT:  VARIOUS  MARKED RT:  
SECTION:  13-00473-00-LS  
PROJECT:  TE-0065/122/000  
This project consists of concrete curb and gutter removal and replacement, aggregate base course, driveway pavement, concrete and brick paver sidewalks and landscaping at Various Routes in downtown Springfield.
050  CONTRACT: 93656  DISTRICT: 06 COUNTY (IES): HANCOCK
KEY RT: FAS 1423  MARKED RT: CH 3
SECTION: 14-00073-00-BR
PROJECT: BRS-1423/104/000
Project consists of the removal of the existing structure and construction of a precast concrete box culvert with two end sections and all other related items to complete the work on FAS Route 1423 (CH 3) at Weaver Creek, approximately 3.5 miles east of Dallas City.

051  CONTRACT: 62A12  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: 2014-070-I
This project consists of annual maintenance and operation of traffic signals, highway lighting, surveillance systems, pump stations and other electrical systems located within District 1.

NFB   John Burns Construction Company
17601 Southwest Hwy.
Orland Park, IL  60467-4200

NFB   Home Towne Electric, Inc.
35220 Rt. 83
Lake Villa, IL  60046
P. O. Box 863
Lake Villa, IL  60046

052  CONTRACT: 62B08  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: 2015-047GRR
This project consists of repair and installation of guardrail along and north of IL 38 in various counties of District 1.

053  CONTRACT: 62B09  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: 2015-048GRR
This project consists of repair and installation of guardrail along and south of IL 38 throughout various counties of District 1.

054  CONTRACT: 62B10  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
KEY RT: VARIOUS  MARKED RT: VARIOUS
SECTION: 2015-049I
This project consists of repair and installation of fence along various expressways and arterial highways north of and along IL 38 in various counties of District 1.

055  CONTRACT: 62B11  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): VARIOUS
This project consists of repair and installation of fence along various expressways and arterial highways south of and along IL 38 in various counties of District 1.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

056  CONTRACT: 63779  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): KANE
    KEY RT:  FAP 326  MARKED RT:  IL 47
    SECTION: 07-00357-00-CH
    PROJECT: CMM-8003/832/000
    This project consists of constructing a roundabout, new curb & gutter, closed drainage system, paved shoulders, roadway lighting and pavement markings at the intersection of Burlington Road.

NFB   Home Towne Electric, Inc.
      35220 Rt. 83
      Lake Villa, IL  60046
      P.O. Box 863
      Lake Villa, IL  60046

NFB   Virgil Cook & Son, Inc.
      119 N Eighth St.
      Dekalb, IL  60115
      P.O. Box 805
      DeKalb, IL  60115

NFB   Copenhaver Construction, Inc.
      75 Koppie Dr.
      Gilberts, IL  60136

NFB   Hecker and Company, Inc.
      250 E. Industrial Lane
      Wheeling, IL  60090

057  CONTRACT: 78473  THIS ITEM HAS BEEN WITHDRAWN FROM THE LETTING
    DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): GALLATIN
    KEY RT:  FAP 331/782  MARKED RT:  IL 13/IL 1
    SECTION: D9 CM PATCH 2016-6

058  CONTRACT: 85618  DISTRICT: 02 COUNTY (IES): WINNEBAGO
    KEY RT:  SHARED-USE PATH  MARKED RT:
    SECTION: 14-P4000-00-SW
    PROJECT: TE-00D2/157/000
    Construction of a ten-foot wide shared-use path with HMA surface on a prepared aggregate base and the construction of a bathroom/shelter facility located in Creekside Park within the Village of Pecotonica.

NFB   Rock Road Companies, Inc.
      301 W. B-R Townline Road
      Janesville, WI  53546
      P.O. Box 1779
      Janesville, WI  53547-1779

059  CONTRACT: 95767  DISTRICT: 07 COUNTY (IES): EFFINGHAM
    KEY RT:  CALICO TRAIL  MARKED RT:
    SECTION: 13-00130-00-BT
    PROJECT: TE-00D7/066/000
This project consists of the construction of a PCC Multi-Use Trail and concrete box culvert at the south end of the existing trail to Calico Road in the City of Effingham.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

060  CONTRACT: 97498  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): ST. CLAIR
KEY RT:  FAU 9330  MARKED RT:  FRANK SCOTT PARKWAY EAST
SECTION: 08-00301-13-PW
PROJECT:  CMM-5011/303/000
Project consists of reconstructing the intersections at Old Collinsville Road, Hartman Lane and North Green Mount Road; full depth HMA paving, HMA shoulders, PCC pavement widening, curb and gutter, storm sewer, culverts, sidewalks, retaining walls, traffic signals and pavement markings.

NFB  Prado Construction
1875 Weil Road
Troy, IL  62294-3010

NFB  Christ Bros. Asphalt, Inc.
820 S. Fritz Street
Lebanon, IL  62254
P. O. Box 158
Lebanon, IL  62254

NFB  Wissehr Electric, Inc.
5801 W State Route 161
Belleville, IL  62223

NFB  Lake Contracting, Inc.
4650 Stone Church Rd.
Addieville, IL  62214

061  CONTRACT: 97595  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): ST. CLAIR
KEY RT:  NORTH LONG STREET  MARKED RT:
SECTION: 12-00018-00-BR
PROJECT:  M-5011/391/000
Project consists of the removal of the existing structure and adjacent roadway, construction of a single span precast prestressed concrete deck beam bridge (27” depth), earthwork, HMA pavement, storm sewers and drainage structures and all other incidental work to complete the project on North Long Street over Canteen Creek in the Village of Caseyville.

NFB  Prado Construction
1875 Weil Road
Troy, IL  62294-3010

NFB  Christ Bros. Asphalt, Inc.
820 S. Fritz Street
Lebanon, IL  62254
P. O. Box 158
Lebanon, IL  62254

062  CONTRACT: 97597  DISTRICT: 08 COUNTY (IES): MADISON
KEY RT:  FAU 9119  MARKED RT:  EAST MAIN STREET
SECTION: 11-00016-01-PV
PROJECT:  M-5011/354/000
Project consists of roadway reconstruction including PCC pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, driveways, storm sewer, pavement markings and all other incidental items to complete the work on FAU Route 9119 (East Main Street),
0.29 mile east of Lange Avenue to 0.62 mile east of Lange Avenue in the Village of Maryville.

NFB  Prado Construction  
1875 Weil Road  
Troy, IL  62294-3010

NFB  Christ Bros. Asphalt, Inc.  
820 S. Fritz Street  
Lebanon, IL  62254  
P.O. Box 158  
Lebanon, IL  62254

NFB  Lake Contracting, Inc.  
4650 Stone Church Rd.  
Addieville, IL  62214

******************************************************************************

063   CONTRACT: 99538  DISTRICT: 09 COUNTY (IES): WHITE
KEY RT:  FAU 8776                         MARKED RT:  BURRELL STREET
SECTION: 12-00091-00-RS
PROJECT: M-5010/013/000
Project consists of roadway reconstruction, PCC pavement, combination concrete curb and gutter, grading for the roadway, storm sewer, erosion control items, pavement markings, and all other incidental items to complete the work on FAU Route 8776 (Burrell Street) from IL Route 14 to Stewart Street in the City of Carmi.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

******************************************************************************

064   CONTRACT: 89670  DISTRICT: 04 COUNTY (IES): MERCER
KEY RT:  VARIOUS                           MARKED RT:
SECTION: 14-00000-00-SG
PROJECT: HSIP-0131/055/000
Project consists of furnishing and delivering regulatory and warning signs and the posts and hardware. Material to be delivered to the Mercer County Highway Department.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

******************************************************************************

065   CONTRACT: 61B38  DISTRICT: 01 COUNTY (IES): COOK
KEY RT:  FAU 1552                         MARKED RT:  GERMAN CHURCH ROAD
SECTION: 14-00050-00-SW
PROJECT: M-4003/422/000
Project consists of sidewalk construction, curb and gutter, crosswalks, retaining wall, guardrail, utility adjustments, pavement markings, infiltration basins and parkway restoration, from County Line Road to Greystone Court in the Village of Burr Ridge.

*** NO REQUESTS RECEIVED ***

******************************************************************************

066   CONTRACT: 89666  DISTRICT: 04 COUNTY (IES): FULTON
KEY RT:  FAS 452                            MARKED RT:  CH 2
SECTION: 14-00130-14-DR
PROJECT: ER-0057/038/000
Project consists of repairing and stabilizing the slope between the northwest pier and abutment under the bridge carrying CH2 over the Spoon River, located 0.2 miles north of Bernadotte.

NFB  Legacy Corporation